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About S.T.A.R.S:
E-Gurukool is proud to present S.T.A.R.S - a safe and
innovative method of providing school transport solutions.
Under this novel model, E-Gurukool would tie up with the
school and offer vehicle tracking solutions and bus arrival
alerts for parents. Both the school and the students along
with their parents have a multitude of benefits to gain from the
solution. S.T.A.R.S is just one more step in our relentless
efforts to assist schools in providing excellent education and
state of the art facilities for their students.

About E-Gurukool:
E-Gurukool is a web-based management system which is
designed to meet all the needs of an educational institution.
It’s functionally user-friendly and graphically rich interface
enables an effective and convenient supervision of all the
institute’s activities. The organization’s administrative
capabilities are greatly enhanced by automation of daily
functions. For information about more exciting features like
S.T.A.R.S, please visit our website at www.e-gurukool.com.

Benefits for Parents:
Most parents are unsure about the arrival of school bus on a
daily basis. This leaves students and parents arriving at the
boarding point well ahead of time and waiting for the bus,
exposing them to the hot and polluted climate in our cities.
Parents are also unsure of any delays in arrival of school
buses. With our current solution, parents would be able to:
Receive SMS alerts at a specified time before bus arrival
Track school bus position at any time
Receive delay alerts
Call our customer care for bus location
Receive tentative time of arrival of bus
Potentially eliminate chances of untoward incidents like
mingling with strangers, etc.
Get all transport related information
Eliminate chances of missing the school bus and hence
improve attendance
Need not wait in adverse weather conditions

Benefits for the School:
Apart from offering high quality education, every school aims
to provide the best care for its students. Considering the
current traffic conditions, providing safe, convenient and
efficient transportation to students has become a key priority
for schools. Our solution aims to contribute to this goal by
providing the following benefits to the school:
Provide value added services for parents
Provide safe and secure transportation
Send delay alerts to parents
Monitor vehicles
Monitor route deviations, over speeding, mileage, etc.
Increase satisfaction in the parent community
Increase goodwill by word of mouth
Optional routing solutions to save fuel and transport costs
Decrease human resource allocation for transportation
Assess driver performance and/or carelessness

?

Parents and children waiting too long?
Nervous about your student’s safety?
Want to keep parents informed?
Unsure of bus location?

Want to monitor rash driving?
Want to locate your vehicle in an emergency?
Need to monitor fuel, mileage?

Presenting

“S.T.A.R.S”
Ensure safe and convenient travel
for your little stars
‘No more long
waits for the
school bus’

‘Notify parents
of
bus delays’

‘Automatic bus
arrival
notifications’

‘Know the
exact location
of your bus’
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